Class and Intersectionality Seminar

May 26-27, 2014
Two-day seminar about Class and Intersectionality at:

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Nordeuropa-Institut
2nd floor, room DOR 3.246 (Fakultätsraum)

Tuesday 27 May 2014
from 1 pm to 6 pm

Round Table Sessions:

Katariina Mäkinen: The Finnish anti-immigration debate: perspectives of class

Jussi Ojajärvi: Learning to understand class through contemporary Finnish literature

Izabela A. Dahl: Doing social history. Some remarks on social categorisations, intersectionality and research sources

Rasmus Geßner: Who can speak? Subalternity of Eastern European Feminism

Harley Bergroth: Embodiment of inequality and class in Finnish everyday experiences of poverty

Emma Lamberg: Commitment in precarious university work. Experiences of young doctoral students working under grant

Anu-Hanna Anttila: Class and gender order in hired domestic work

Ralf Kauranen: The prime minister’s world: Finnish neoliberal politics and the residuals of class

Joined dinner (not subvented)
Restaurant Jolly
Am Kupfergraben 4 A
10117 Berlin

Wednesday 28 May 2014
starting 10 am

Visiting Finland-Institute
with Eva Buchholz, Lecturer for Finnish
Georgenstr. 24
10117 Berlin